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Abstract

The method of reverberation-ray matrix has been developed and successfully applied to analyze the wave propagation in

a multibranched framed structure or in a layered medium. However, the formulation is confined to the case of external

concentrated loads applied at the junctions. This paper aims to extend the formulation of reverberation-ray matrix

to cases of continuously distributed loads and point moving loads. To this end, a non-uniform bar subjected to these new

types of loads is considered for illustration. The difference lies largely in the exact solutions, which include the particular

parts due to the loads considered in this paper. The compatibility between displacements in the dual coordinates for a

single member is utilized to derive the phase relations. For several types of loadings, numerical results are given and

compared with the exact solutions or those obtained by other available method. Exact agreement is observed, thereby

validating the present approach. The commonly adopted method that transforms distributed load to equivalent nodal

forces is also discussed.

r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The method of reverberation-ray matrix (MRRM) has been developed by Pao et al. in a series of
publications [1–3] for analyzing planar truss structures subjected to dynamic loads from the viewpoint of wave
propagation. The method has been shown to be a potential alternative for dynamic structural analysis, which
can predict more accurate dynamic behavior of structures than all available methods [2–4]. The method has
also been extended to analyze transient wave propagation in layered media [5,6]. So far, all previous papers on
the MRRM [1–6] considered concentrated external loads only. The place where the load acts is a junction or
can be modeled artificially as a junction so that within each component (structural member or single layer),
there is no external load and only the homogeneous parts (complementary solutions) of the governing
equations are employed.

In the MRRM, the most unusual feature is to establish two local coordinates (named as dual local
coordinates) for each member, the origins being located at the two ends of the member, respectively. The
ee front matter r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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traveling waves would be expressed exactly by complex eigenfunctions and two teams of unknown coefficients
called the local arriving and departing wave amplitudes, respectively, which would be determined by joint
conditions and compatibility conditions in each member. From the exact complementary solutions, the
reverberation-ray matrix is constructed in the MRRM, which is the product of the global scattering matrix
and the phase matrix. The global scattering matrix relates the global arriving wave vector a to the departing
wave vector d. The source vector due to the concentrated loads applied at the junctions (nodes, joints, or
interfaces) emerges in this relation. The phase matrix gives another relationship between a and d according to
the phase difference due to the dual local coordinates for each member, and is homogeneous in the case of
concentrated loads applied at junctions. For transient analysis, the Fourier or the Laplace transform is usually
adopted, and the analysis is first carried out in the transformed domain. The inverse transform should be
performed to obtain the time-varying response. The associated integration of specific integrand function,
which has many poles, is usually a great obstacle of accurate analysis. In the MRRM, it is supposed to use the
Neumann-series expansion technique to avoid the difficulty. Comparison with experimental results [1,2] and
other analytical methods [7] indicated that the MRRM is an alternative for dynamic analysis of engineering
structures.

Bar is a fundamental type of structure members. Many structures, such as tall buildings and high-rise towers
subjected to vertical earthquake motion could be modeled as a bar fixed to a moving base with constant or
variable mass and stiffness [8]. In Doyle’s monograph [9], a detailed discussion on longitudinal waves in
uniform bars is presented and exact solutions of some basic problems can be found. Dynamic response of
structures subjected to moving loads has been discussed in Frýba’s monograph [10]. Matsuda et al. [11]
analyzed the longitudinal impulsive response of non-uniform bars by using two different methods, i.e. the
modal analysis and the Laplace transformation.

In this paper, we extend the MRRM to analyze the response of a non-uniform bar subjected to continuously
distributed loads as well as point moving loads. The compatibility condition of displacements in dual local
coordinates is employed to derive the phase relations. This is different from the previous derivation, which is
based on the mechanism of wave propagation. We will show that, instead of an inhomogeneous scattering
relation appearing in previous studies [1–6], for the case of continuously distributed loads, the phase relation
include inhomogeneous terms. For a uniform fixed–free bar subjected to a harmonic uniform load, the
solution is shown to coincide with that obtained by a traditional exact method. It shall be noted that, the bar
model is very simple, but it serves as a good example to illustrate our idea of generalizing the current
formulation of MRRM to consider loads other than concentrated ones. The formulation for other types of
basic structures, such as shafts, Euler–Bernoulli beams, Timoshenko beams, beam–columns and thin-walled
structures is similar.
2. Mathematical formulations

First, let us consider the steady-state response of a thin non-uniform bar of length L as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The bar is subjected to an external harmonic continuously distributed force pðx; tÞ ¼ pðxÞeiot with forcing
frequency o. The force is acting in the direction parallel to the axis of the bar so that the bar is
vibrating longitudinally. The mass density r, the cross-sectional area A and Young’s modulus E can vary
arbitrarily along the central line of the bar, i.e. they are all functions of x. It is usually not appropriate to deal
with the non-uniform bar directly because the inhomogeneity of the material/geometry makes it very
difficult to obtain the solution of the corresponding governing equation, except for some special
cases [12]. To overcome the difficulty, we divide equally or non-equally the bar into N sub-bars, each being
sufficiently short so that the material/geometric properties can be regarded as constant within sub-bars. Thus,
the original non-uniform bar is transformed into N piece-wise uniform sub-bars that are connected one by one
as shown in Fig. 1(b).

The governing equation of motion for a uniform bar subject to the harmonic loading is

q2uðx; tÞ
qx2

¼
1

c2
q2uðx; tÞ

qt2
� p0ðxÞe

iot, (1)
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Fig. 1. A non-uniform bar and the piece-wise uniform model.
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where p0 ¼ p=EA, and c ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E=r

p
is the longitudinal wave speed. The steady-state solution to this equation is

well-known

uðx; tÞ ¼ aeikx þ be�ikx �
1

k

Z x

0

p0ðsÞ sin½kðx� sÞ�ds

� �
eiot

¼ A cosðkxÞ þ B sinðkxÞ �
1

k

Z x

0

p0ðsÞ sin½kðx� sÞ�ds

� �
eiot, (2)

where k ¼ o/c, a and b are arbitrary complex constants, while A and B are arbitrary real constants. These
constants are to be determined by the boundary and continuity conditions.

2.1. Scattering matrix

In MRRM, dual local coordinate systems (with two superscripts) should be introduced. For the sub-bar IJ,
as shown in Fig. 1(c), one coordinate system denoted by xIJ originates from the joint I in the positive direction
of x, while another coordinate system, xJI, originates from the joint J in the negative direction of x. It is
obvious that kIJ

¼ kJI, AIJ
¼ AJI and EIJ

¼ EJI, etc. At a certain point on the sub-bar, we have xIJ
¼ lIJ
�xJI

and pIJ
0 ðx

IJ Þ ¼ �pJI
0 ðl

IJ
� xIJ Þ. Changing to the local coordinates so defined, we are able to rewrite the

solutions in the two adjacent sub-bars that meet at the joint J as

uJI ¼ aJIeþik
IJ xJI

þ dJIe�ik
IJ xJI

�
1

kIJ

Z xJI

0

pJI
0 ðsÞ sin½k

IJ
ðxJI � sÞ�ds

" #
eiot,

uJK ¼ aJKeþik
JK xJK

þ dJKe�ik
JK xJK

�
1

kJK

Z xJK

0

pJK
0 ðsÞ sin½k

JK
ðxJK � sÞ�ds

" #
eiot, (3)

where the term with unknown amplitude dJK represents a wave departing from J and traveling in the positive
direction of xJK; while that with aJK represents a wave arriving at J and traveling in the negative direction of
xJK. The continuity conditions at J demands

uJI þ uJK ¼ 0; f JI
¼ f JK at xJI ¼ xJK ¼ 0, (4)

where f JI
¼ EJI AJIquJI=qxJI is the internal axial force. These conditions lead to a set of equations for the

unknown amplitudes

1 1

KJI �KJK

� �
aJ ¼

�1 �1

KJI �KJK

� �
dJ , (5)
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where dJ ¼ ½dJI ; dJK
�T and aJ ¼ ½aJI ; aJK �T are local departing and arriving wave vectors, and

KJK
¼ EJKAJKkJK. Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

dJ ¼ SJaJ ðJ ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N � 1Þ. (6)

The 2� 2 matrix SJ is called the local scattering matrix at joint J, relating the incident waves to the
transmitted and reflected waves. At the two ends (0 and N), the scattering matrices S0 and SN will no longer be
2� 2 matrices, instead, both become matrices of single element. For example, for the bar fixed at the left end
and free at the right end, we can derive from the boundary conditions

d0
¼ S0a0; S0 ¼ �1,

dN
¼ SNaN ; SN ¼ 1, (7)

where d0 ¼ d01, dN
¼ dN(N�1), a0 ¼ a01, and aN

¼ aN(N�1).
Now combining 2N equations in Eqs. (6) and (7), we can obtain a system of equations for the approximate

piece-wisely uniform bar as follows:

d ¼ Sa, (8)

where

d ¼ ½d0; ðd1ÞT; ðd2ÞT; . . . ; ðdN�1Þ
T; dN
�T,

a ¼ ½a0; ða1ÞT; ða2ÞT; . . . ; ðaN�1Þ
T; aN �T,

S ¼ diag½S0;S1;S2; . . . ;SN�1;SN �. (9)

The vector d is the global departing wave vector, represents waves departing from all joints (points 0, 1,
2,y) leftward and rightward, and the vector a is the global arriving wave vector, represents waves arriving at
all joints rightward and leftward. The 2N� 2N square matrix S is the global scattering matrix. It can be seen
that Eq. (8) is the same as that for the problem without external loads (including distributed and concentrated
loads) [1,2].

Notice that both d and a are unknown in Eq. (8), which consists of 2N equations. Since there are 4N

unknowns, supplementary equations are necessary.

2.2. Phase matrix and reverberation-ray matrix

We note that, for the same sub-bar, the two solutions in the dual local coordinates should predict the same
result. That is, the displacements uIJ and uJI should be compatible to each other, i.e.

uIJ ðxIJ ; tÞ ¼ �uJI ðlIJ
� xIJ ; tÞ. (10)

Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (10) and employing the Euler formula, we obtain

aIJ ¼ �e�ik
IJ lIJ

dJI
þ qIJ ; aJI ¼ �e�ik

IJ lIJ

dIJ
þ qJI , (11)

where

qIJ ¼
1

2ikIJ

Z lIJ

0

pIJ
0 ðsÞe

�ikIJ s ds; qJI ¼ �
e�ik

IJ lIJ

2ikIJ

Z lIJ

0

pIJ
0 ðsÞe

ikIJ s ds. (12)

Introduce a new local vector, d
J
, at the joint J, and a new global vector d for the departing waves as

d
J
¼ ½dIJ ; dKJ

�T; d ¼ ½d
0
; ðd

1
Þ
T; ðd

2
Þ
T; . . . ; ðd

N�1
Þ
T; d

N
�T, (13)

where d
0
¼ d10 and d

N
¼ d ðN�1ÞN . The global vectors d and d contain the same elements but are sequenced in

different orders. The two vectors thus can be related through a permutation matrix U as

d ¼ Ud, (14)
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where

U ¼ diag½U0; . . . ;U0�; U0 ¼
0 1

1 0

� �
. (15)

The inversion of the permutation matrix is just itself.
Thus, Eq. (11) can be rewritten as

a ¼ Pdþ q, (16)

where the total phase shift matrix P (2N� 2N) is defined by

P ¼ diag½P01;P12; . . . ;PðN�1ÞN �; PIJ ¼ diag½�e�ik
IJ lIJ

;�e�ik
IJ lIJ

� (17)

and q is the source vector due to distributed load,

q ¼ ½q01; q10; q12; . . . ; qðN�1ÞN ; qNðN�1Þ�T. (18)

Thus, for the distributed load, the source effect is involved in the phase relations in Eq. (16), while for the
concentrated load (applied at the joints only), the source term appears in the scattering relations [1,2]. This is
the main difference in the formulations of MRRM between these two types of loadings.

Combining Eqs. (8), (14), and (16), gives

ðI� RÞd ¼ s, (19)

where R ¼ SPU is named as the reverberation-ray matrix [1,2], and s ¼ Sq is the global source vector. After d
is obtained from Eq. (19), the total arriving wave vector is calculated according to

a ¼ PUdþ q ¼ ½PUðI� RÞ�1Sþ I�q or a ¼ S�1d. (20)

Then substitution of a and d into the expressions for internal force and displacement yields the steady-state
response of the bar.

If there is no external force, we have s ¼ 0. Thus, the frequency equation governing the free vibration of the
bar can be obtained by letting the coefficient determinant of Eq. (19) vanish, i.e.

det½I� R� ¼ 0. (21)

2.3. Case study of a uniform bar

Consider a homogenous bar fixed at x ¼ 0 and free at x ¼ L. Starting from the real form solution (with
respect to the variable x) presented in Eq. (2), we can easily determine the unknown constants from the
boundary conditions as follows:

A ¼ 0; B ¼
1

k cosðkLÞ

Z L

0

p0ðsÞ cos½kðL� sÞ�ds. (22)

Thus, the complete solution is

uðxÞ ¼
1

k cosðkLÞ
sinðkxÞ

Z L

0

p0ðsÞ cos½kðL� sÞ�ds�
1

k

Z x

0

p0ðsÞ sin½kðx� sÞ�ds

� �
eiot. (23)

If using MRRM, we have

d ¼ ½d01; d10
�T; a ¼ ½a01; a10�T; d ¼ ½d10; d01

�T,

S ¼ diag½�1; 1�; U ¼ U0; P ¼ diag½�e�ikL;�e�ikL�,

q ¼

1

2ik

R L

0
p0ðsÞe

�iks ds

�
e�ikL

2ik

R L

0 p0ðsÞe
iks ds

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
. (24)
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Solving for the unknown amplitudes a and d from Eqs. (19) and (20), we finally obtain the displacement as

uðxÞ ¼ u01ðx01Þ ¼ a01eþikx þ d01e�ikx �
1

k

Z x

0

p0ðsÞ sin½kðx� sÞ�ds

� �
eiot

¼
eiot

k cosðkLÞ
sinðkxÞ

Z L

0

p0ðsÞ cos½kðL� sÞ�ds�
eiot

k

Z x

0

p0ðsÞ sin½kðx� sÞ�ds: (25)

This is exactly the same as that given by Eq. (23), thus verifying the derivation presented above. If free
vibration problem is considered, we can obtain from Eq. (21)

kn ¼
on

c
¼
ð2n� 1Þp

2l
ðn ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .Þ, (26)

which also agrees with the well-known result.
It seems rather complicated to apply MRRM to solve this simple problem. However, as has been shown by

Pao et al. [1–6], the superiority of this method will be very prominent when dealing with transient dynamic
problems, as will be illustrated later.

2.4. Numerical results of a non-uniform bar

Consider a non-uniform bar fixed at x ¼ 0 and free at x ¼ L, with constant mass density r and Young’s
modulus E. The cross-sectional area varies in an exponential law along the axis, i.e. A ¼ A0e

ax with a ¼ 1/L
taken in the calculation. The bar is subjected to a uniformly distributed harmonic force p(x,t) ¼ p0e

iot with
p0 ¼ EA0/L. For the presentation, the quantities are normalized as

t ¼ tt0; u ¼ Uðx; tÞL; f ¼ F ðx; tÞEA0; o ¼ o=t0, (27)

where t0 ¼ L/c and x ¼ x/L.
It is noted that for this particular problem, exact solution could be derived because the governing equation

can be transformed into an ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients. The derivation is however
omitted here. For the use of MRRM based on the piece-wise uniform model, we divide equally the bar into 20
or 40 sub-bars in the calculation. The normalized axial displacement U and axial force F at x ¼ 0 for o ¼ 0:3
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2, the displacement calculated by MRRM (20 sub-bars) satisfies the boundary condition at
the left end perfectly. Comparison of the normalized axial force is also made with the exact solution as shown
in Fig. 3. Excellent agreement can be observed. The comparison also indicates that, with the increasing
number of sub-bars, the results based on the piece-wise uniform model will approach the exact solution
gradually.
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3. Arbitrary transient response

3.1. General formulation

In the case of an arbitrary time-varying continuously distributed load p(x,t), we shall employ the following
Fourier transform:

gðtÞ ¼
1

2p

Z 1
�1

gðoÞeiot do; gðoÞ ¼
Z 1
�1

gðtÞe�iot dt. (28)

The Fourier transform of the load gives

pðx;oÞ ¼
Z 1
�1

pðx; tÞe�iot dt. (29)

It becomes apparent that all derivations in Section 2 keep unaltered, except that the final results thereby
obtained are all in the transformed (frequency) domain. Thus, the Fourier inverse transform should be used to
obtain the results in the time domain as follows:

uðx; tÞ ¼
1

2p

Z 1
�1

uðx;oÞeiot do. (30)

Since the expression for u contains departing and arriving wave amplitudes determined from Eqs. (19) and
(20), respectively, the integrand of Eq. (30) has an infinite number of poles, which correspond to the natural
frequencies predicted by Eq. (21). This makes it very difficult to obtain accurate numerical results if the
integration is carried out directly. To avoid the difficulty, Pao et al. [1,2] suggested to use the following
Neumann series:

ðI� RÞ�1 ¼ Iþ Rþ R2 þ � � � þ RN þ � � � , (31)

when calculating the departing wave vector in the frequency domain. This technique removes the singularities
due to the poles in the integration (and hence greatly improve the numerical accuracy), and also embodies the
wave propagation procedure in each member of the structure. A detailed discussion on the Neumann-series
expansion and the selection of various parameters in the integration can be found in Pao et al. [1–3,7].

It is emphasized that, if the spectral element method [13], which is also based on the exact solutions is
employed, it is impossible to employ the Neumann series in Eq. (31) to remove the poles in the integrand.
Although small damping could be introduced artificially to avoid the singularities, its value largely depends on
the problem under consideration, and hence the experience of the researcher becomes crucial to obtaining
accurate results [13].
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3.2. Numerical results

Consider again a non-uniform bar with fixed–free boundaries, subjected to the following time-stepped
uniformly distributed force:

pðx; tÞ ¼
EA0=ð10; 000LÞ; 0ptp6t0:

0; t46t0:

(
(32)

The cross-sectional area varies according to A ¼ A0e
�x/L, and the bar is divided into 20 sub-bars in the

calculation. The normalized axial force at x ¼ 0.25 and 0.5L are given in Fig. 4. It can be shown that after the
remove of the external load, the axial force still varies with the time since no damping has been included in the
analysis. Actually, the response will tend to be steady and can be viewed as the response of the bar due to an
appropriate initial disturbance.

The results calculated by MRRM are also compared with those by the commercial software ANSYS as
indicated in Fig. 5. It is shown that the two results coincide with each other very well. One of the advantages of
MRRM is that the total number of sub-bars required in the calculation could be much less than that normally
used in the conventional finite element method (FEM) to achieve the same numerical accuracy. In this
example, the non-uniform bar is approximated by 160 finite elements and the time step is taken to be
5� 10�6 s. Consequently, the numerical efficiency of the FEM is significantly lower than MRRM.
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In order to illustrate the application of the present method, we further consider a linearly varying external
force as follows:

pðx; tÞ ¼

EA0

L2
x; 0ptp6t0;

0; t46t0:

8<
: (33)

For the same non-uniform bar considered above, the axial strain at the mid-span is shown in Fig. 6, which
again agrees well with the result obtained by Ansys.

As the third example, we consider a fixed–fixed uniform bar loaded both by a distributed force
p(x,t) ¼ 10EAx(L�x)/L3 within 0pxp0.3L and a concentrated force fe ¼ EA at x ¼ 0.8L. The periods of
duration of the two forces are assumed to be 8t0 and 10t0, respectively. To solve this problem, we first divide
the bar into three segments (sub-bars 01, 12, and 23) as shown in Fig. 7(a). Since there is no distributive load
applied onto sub-bars 12 and 23, the particular solution in the expression of displacement vanishes. The
continuity conditions at joint 2, where the concentrated force fe is applied, should be revised as

EA
qu23

qx23
þ f e ¼ EA

qu21

qx21
at x21 ¼ x23 ¼ 0. (34)
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The scattering relation such obtained contains a source vector and has the form of d ¼ Sa+s1. The other
derivations and the form of Eq. (19) keeps unaltered except s ¼ Sq+s1.

The normalized axial force F(x,t) ¼ f/EA0 at x ¼ 0.7 is calculated and shown in Fig. 7(b). For 0pto0.1,
there is entirely no dynamic response at x ¼ 0.7. At the instant of t ¼ 0.1, the wave generated by the
concentrated external force fe arrives at that point, and a stepped response can be observed with the amplitude
being one half of the force fe. Later at t ¼ 0.4, the wave excited by the distributed load also arrives, resulting in
an obvious change in the waveform as we can see from Fig. 7(b). Actually, from the change of the waveform,
the wave propagating along the rod and scattering at joints can be clearly identified. Thus, the present method
can give an accurate prediction of transient response of structures especially at the early time.
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3.3. Discussion on the method of equivalent nodal forces

In the FEM, the distributed forces are usually replaced by equivalent nodal forces by using the principle of
equilibrium of virtual work. For a one-dimensional bar element, this gives

F ð0Þ

F ðlÞ

( )
¼

Z l

0

NTpðx; tÞdt, (35)

where N ¼ [1�x/l x/l] is the shape function, and F(0) and F(l) are the equivalent nodal forces for an arbitrary
distributed load p(x, t) applied over the element 0pxpl. Under such an approximation, the problem with
distributive load is transformed to the one with concentrated forces only, and the traditional MRRM [1,2] can
be employed directly.

Now we consider a fixed–free uniform bar subject to a constant distributed load p(x, t) ¼ EA/L (0ptp6t0).
The responses obtained based on the present formulations for distributed load and those by the traditional
MRRM using the concept of equivalent nodal forces are compared in Fig. 8. As we can see, the traditional
results get closer to the present ones with the increasing number of elements. The convergence of axial force is
worse than the displacement, and hence a much finer mesh is needed to obtain accurate transient force
response, which also means a reduction in the numerical efficiency.
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4. Case of a point moving load

4.1. A uniform rod subjected to a point moving load

First, we consider a uniform bar subject to a point moving load p(x,t) ¼ pdd(x�a0t). In this case, by
applying the Fourier transform to the governing equation, we obtain

d2uðx;oÞ
dx2

þ k2uðx;oÞ ¼ �
pe

a0
e�iox=a0 , (36)

where pe ¼ pd/(EA). The solution to this equation can be written as

uðx;oÞ ¼ aeikx þ de�ikx � p1e
�ik1x, (37)

where k1 ¼ o/a0 and p1 ¼ pe=½a0ðk
2
� k2

1Þ�. Thus, in the two local coordinates (0-1 and 1-0) for the uniform
rod, we have

u01 ¼ a01eþikx01

þ d01e�ikx01

� p1e
�ik1x01

,

u10 ¼ a10eþikx10

þ d10e�ikx10

þ p1e
�ik1ðl�x10Þ, (38)

where we have noticed the fact that in the 1-0 coordinate, the force moves from x10
¼ l to x10

¼ 0 with the
positive direction of force also reversing. If the bar is fixed–fixed, we can obtain the scattering relation as

d01

d10

( )
¼
�1 0

0 �1

� �
a01

a10

( )
þ

p1

�p1e
�ik1l

( )
or d ¼ Saþ q1. (39)

For other boundary conditions, only the elements of the scattering matrix S change.
The displacements in the dual coordinates should be compatible to each other, i.e.

u01ðx01;oÞ ¼ �u10ðl � x01;oÞ (40)

from which we obtain

a01

a10

( )
¼
�e�ikl 0

0 �e�ikl

" #
d10

d01

( )
or a ¼ PU0d, (41)

where U0 is the permutation matrix defined by Eq. (15). Combining Eq. (39) with Eq. (41) gives the final
equation that is similar to Eq. (19). It is interesting to note that for the case of a point moving load, the source
term comes from the scattering relation, differing from the case of a continuously distributed load.

4.2. A non-uniform bar subjected to a point moving load

If the bar is non-uniform, then the piece-wise uniform bar model shown in Fig. 1(b) shall be employed. Since
the point load is moving along the whole non-uniform bar, at different moment, it will traverse different sub-
bars. For the sub-bar acted by the point moving load, the governing equation in the frequency domain is
shown in Eq. (36), while for the sub-bar in absence of the load, the governing equation is given by

d2uðx;oÞ
dx2

þ k2uðx;oÞ ¼ 0. (42)

However, the different form of equation at different time will introduce significant inconvenience in the
calculation. We thus employ a unified treatment in the following. Assume that we divide the bar into N equal
sub-bars with the length of each sub-bar being L/N. In this case, the time for the load traversing each sub-bar
will be ts ¼ L/(Na0). Hence, for the jth sub-bar, the governing equation in the time-domain under the local
coordinate xIJ can be written as (with superscripts IJ omitted)

q2uðx; tÞ
qx2

¼
1

c2
q2uðx; tÞ

qt2
� fH½t� ðj � 1Þts� �Hðt� jtsÞgped½xþ ðj � 1ÞL=N � a0t�, (43)
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where H( � ) is the Heaviside step function. Eq. (43) then can be transformed into the frequency domain as

d2uðx;oÞ
dx2

þ k2uðx;oÞ ¼ F 1ðx;oÞ þ F 2ðx;oÞ, (44)

where F 1ðx;oÞ ¼ �ðpe=a0Þe
�io½x=a0þðj�1Þts� and F2ðx;oÞ ¼ ðpe=a0Þe

�ioðjtsÞdðx� L=NÞ. Note that F2ðx;oÞ could
be viewed as an external concentrated load applied at the right end, say joint J, of the sub-bar IJ. In this case,
we could solve Eq. (44) only with F1ðx;oÞ and change the continuity conditions at joint J to

uJI þ uJK ¼ 0; f
JI
¼ f

JK
þ

pe

a0
e�ioðjtsÞ at xJI ¼ xJK ¼ 0. (45)

The solution of Eq. (44) with F 1ðx;oÞ only is

uðx;oÞ ¼ aeikx þ de�ikx � p1e
�io½x=a0þðj�1Þts�. (46)

The following derivation is then similar and omitted here for brevity.
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4.3. Numerical results

As a numerical example, consider a uniform rod with both ends fixed, subjected to a point moving load
pðx; tÞ ¼ EA0dðx� a0tÞ with the speed a0 ¼ 20m/s, and the length of the rod L ¼ 1m. The results are shown in
Fig. 6, and are compared with those obtained by the method of mode expansion (MME) [10]. In the later
method, the first 250 modes are used in the calculation. The two results are found to agree with each other very
well. In particular, with the increasing number (n) of modes, MME predicts better and better results when
compared with those obtained by MRRM, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 clearly.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the MRRM is extended to analyze the wave propagation in a bar subjected to continuously
distributed loads and point moving loads. The particular solutions of the wave equations are obtained and the
compatibility condition of displacements in dual local coordinates is employed to derive the phase relations.
Different from the cases of concentrated external loads applied at the joints only, the source term appears in
the phase relation for the distributed load. Several examples, either theoretical or numerical, are considered.
Good agreement with existing results is obtained, validating the application of MRRM for different types of
loadings and the correctness of the derived formulations. Regarding the method of equivalent nodal forces,
the numerical example shows that, a certain large number of artificially divided elements are required to
obtain an accurate dynamic response, especially for the axial force.

It is noted that the MRRM is based on continuum models, and hence there is no discretization error as
usually encountered in the FEM, boundary element method or finite difference method. Compared with other
continuum model-based methods, such as the spectral element method [9] and the method of transfer matrix
(MTM) [13], MRRM is numerically stable and more accurate in obtaining transient responses of structures. A
more detailed comparison of MRRM with MTM can be found in a recent review article by Pao et al. [7].

The present work makes a key step for the application of MRRM in a wider range of engineering problems.
Although we consider only the bar model in this paper, the formulations for other types of structures could be
deduced similarly. It is hoped that the method developed here could help analyzing the wave propagation in
some structures where axial waves and flexural waves may couple at junctions through the joint conditions
[1,2], and it is also especially hoped that the investigation would be useful to the NDT of engineering
structures based on their dynamic behavior.
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